The problem of determining a sparsest cut in a graph is characterized and its computation shown to be NP-hard. A class of sparsest cuts, termed bottlenecks, is characterized by a dual relation to a particular polynomial time computable multicommodity flow problem. Efficient computational techniques for determining bottlenecks in a broad class of instances are presented.
Introduction and summary
A sparsest cut in a graph [lo] is a cut (A, A) having the minimum density I(A,A)l+l IAl f d o e ges taken over all cuts in the graph. More generally, for a network with a distinct demand (for message flow, traffic, etc.) between each vertex pair and a capacity on each edge, the sparsest cut problem is to determine a cut where the ratio of cut capacity to demand across the cut is minimum.
Applications of sparsest cuts occur in hierarchical cluster analysis [9, 11] , and telecommunications network design [6] .
In Section 2 we investigate the complexity of determining a sparsest cut of a graph, termed the sparsest cut problem (SCP). A principal result is that the SCP is NP-hard.
Despite the intractability in general, important classes of instances of the SCP have a tractable solution. We show the SCP is solvable in time linear in input size for trees, and in time O(n2*) for those n vertex planar graphs where all demands are between vertices on an outer face. The SCP is related to the "near dual" maximum concurrent flow problem (MCFP) which has been investigated in [ 1, 2, 9, 10, 12, 13] .
We herein term a sparsest cut which is a tight constraint for the MCFP a bottleneck, and the problem of determining bottlenecks is investigated in Section 3. We first show that the set of all "critical" edges (edges that must be saturated by any solution to the MCFP) can be determined in polynomial bounded time. The principal result of Section 3 is that if deletion of these critical edges yields a graph with at most four components, then a bottleneck (sparsest cut) exists and one can be identified in polynomially bounded time.
We further describe instances where an approximation algorithm for the MCFP can provide an exact solution to the SCP, and illustrate with computational examples. We close with a discussion of sane open problems in Section 4.
The sparsest cut problem
Let G = (K E > be a graph which herein shall be assumed "weighted" by capacity and demand functions.
Specifically, we shall utilize C: E -+ Rt to denote a capacity function on the edges of G, and D : I/x V-+ R+, with D(i, i) = 0, D(i,j) =D(j, i), to denote a demand function on the set of all vertex pairs of G. [lo] . For the partition A, A of V, the cut (A, A) denotes all edges with one end vertex in A and the other in A. We denote by C(A,A) the capacity of the cut (A, A), by D(A, A) the demand across the cut (A, A), and by den(A,A) the density of capacity relative to demand across the cut @,A). Herein let cd(G) denote the minimum cut-density over all cuts (A,A) of G. So
Sparsest cut problem (SCP)
cd(G) = n$;) {den(A,A):
A sparsest cut (A,& is a cut with den@,& =cd(G). Given the capacity and demand functions for a graph, the sparsest cut problem (SCP) refers to the determination of the minimum cut-density cd(G) and some sparsest cut (A,A).
Note that when the capacity C and demand D are unit functions, then cd(G) is given by the minimum proportion of edges in any cut, i.e., for an "unweighted"
Our principal result of this section is that the SCP is NP-hard.
Theorem 2.1. The SCP is NP-hard.
Proof. First note for unit demand functions that the problems of minimizing or maximizing the average capacity across a cut, C(A,A)/( IAl IAl), are of equivalent complexity.
It is then sufficient to show that the max-cut problem [5] reduces to the problem of finding a maximum average capacity cut, to confirm that the SCP is NP-hard.
Given graph G, form the 2n-vertex graph G* composed of G and a disjoint iso-morphic copy G' of G. Assign unit capacity to the edges of G and G' in G*. Also insert an edge in E(G *) between i E V(G) and the corresponding i'E V(G') for each i E V(G), assigning capacity A4 to each of the n such edges. The resulting graph G * is often termed a prism. For sufficiently large M, a maximum average capacity cut (A,A)ofG*musthaveIAI=IAl= n with ieA and i'EA, or ieA and i'EA, since only such cuts can have average capacity as large as M/n. A cut (A, A) of maximum density in G * is then seen to have density (nM+ 2k)/n2 where k is the value of a maximum cut of G, and (A n V(G), A fI V(G)) must provide a maximum cut of the original graph G. 0
For the case where G is a tree, the SCP is routinely solved by evaluating cd(G) = min, {C(WWL,4)), where A,, A, denotes the vertex partition of the tree derived by deleting edge e. By properly organizing the computation it is now shown that the SCP for a tree can be solved in time linear in input size. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G = (K E) be a planar triconnected graph with capacity C and demand D, where D is nonzero only between vertices on the outer boundary cycle uo, vI, v2, . . . , v, = v. of an embedding of G. Then the SCP for G, D, C is solvable in 0(/Vi2im
For determining the Cij, consider the dual graph G*= (V*,E*) of the planar graph G. Let the length of an edge e* E E* equal the capacity of the corresponding edge e E E. Then each Cij can be computed as the length of a shortest path in G * between the edges dual to Ui_,Oi and Uj~,Uj. The single source shortest path problem for the planar graph G * is solvable in O(( V( J/W) time [4] , so all C, can be determined in O() V~'J/"), completing the theorem. q
Concurrent flows and bottleneck sparsest cuts
The sparsest cut problem has a close "near dual" association with a particular multicommodity flow problem termed the maximum concurrent flow problem.
Results from the literature on the concurrent flow problem [1,2,9,10,12,13] are cited and employed in this section to establish a broad class of graphs for which the SCP is efficiently solvable.
Maximum concurrent flow problem. Let D: I/x V+ R+ and C: E-t R' denote given demand and capacity functions on the graph G = (r/; E). Denote by P, the set of all paths containing the edge e, by Pij the set of all paths between distinct end vertices i, j, and by P the set of all nontrivial paths in G. A concurrent flow of throughput z in G is a function f : P-+ R' such that:
Pep,
A maximum concurrent flow for all distinct i, je V, (6) for all e E E. From the inequality 2'cd(G) there follows immediately a duality lemma for verifying that a particular cut is a bottleneck. On the other hand, employing unit demand and capacity functions we obtain from Lemma 3.1, as noted in [lo] , that the following classes of (unweighted) graphs are all bottleneck graphs: cycles, paths, trees, complete graphs and d-dimensional cubes for any d. The example K,,, of Fig. 1 is indicative of the fact that every complete bipartite graph K;,j for i > 2, j z 3 has no bottleneck. KzX3 also confirms that not all planar graphs have bottlenecks.
Let us now proceed to the main issue of this section, which is how concurrent flow results can be employed and extended to identify instances of the SCP which are efficiently solvable. To identify a bottleneck from the solution of an MCFP we need the following. Let As evident from a more detailed inspection of Fig. 1 , the critical edge set may contain more than the edges of a single cut. We shall use the notation (AlrA2, . . . ,Ak), termed a k-partite cut, to denote precisely those edges of E whose end vertices are in distinct parts of the k-part partition A,,&, . . . ,A, of V. We first note the following.
C f(p)=C(e)
PEP
Lemma 3.3 [lo, 131. The critical edges E, for any G, D, C form the k-partite cut (AI,A2, ..*, Ak), where each Ai is the vertex set of a component of G-E,.
Our major result of this section is then: In [l, 121 we have introduced a relatively efficient approximation algorithm for the MCFP. In [13] we prove the algorithm to provide a fully polynomial time approximation scheme [5] on instances G, D, C with arbitrary demand but constant capacity. We here present an extension of Lemma 3.1 that allows us to employ the more efficient approximation algorithm for the MCFP to obtain an (exact) solution of the SCP for many instances having both constant demand and capacity (which without loss of generality may each be taken as unit functions). Thus (A, A) is a sparsest cut. Cl
The approximation algorithm for the MCFP was applied to a variety of graphs in [12] including the eight graphs illustrated in Fig. 2 . Data from [12] on near optimal throughput is tabulated in Table 1 along with the density of the cuts illustrated in Fig. 2 . The fact that the cuts illustrated in graphs l-6 are sparsest cuts follows immediately from Theorem 3.5. The cuts illustrated in graphs 7-8 may also be shown to be sparsest cuts by closer to be sparsest cuts. The sparsest cut problem has applications in cluster analysis and in telecommunications routing [6, 11] . In both applications the identification of a sparsest cut with the constraining features characterizing our notion of a bottleneck is of practical significance.
The empolyment of concurrent flows to determine such bottleneck sparsest cuts thus has considerable practical, as well as theoretical, value.
Open questions
As the bottleneck sparsest cuts we have here characterized exhibit a duality between cuts and flows, further analysis should be possible by a variety of methods. Some questions of interest are:
(1) Is the bottleneck sparsest cut problem in &P? (2) What is the best time complexity one can obtain for identifying if G, D, C has a bottleneck, and if so, for determining one particular sparsest cut? (3) What further classes of unweighted graphs (assuming unit demand and capacity functions) can be determined to contain exclusively bottleneck graphs?
